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Education Group’s Class Music Teachers inspire children to love music.

There is substantial evidence of the effectiveness of music in aiding learning. For young children in particular, music can be extremely valuable in enhancing personal, social and educational development. Our expert teachers base their plans on the relevant Key Stages of the Music National Curriculum and develop musical skills in line with the Music Manifesto. They also often incorporate specialist music teaching methods, such as the Kodaly concept or the Orff Schulwerk approach, offering a fully rounded understanding of music.

We work with a truly international team of music educators, personally recruited from conservatoires around the world. Our teachers often share ideas and knowledge of local music traditions with each other and are also accomplished performers.

Our minimum teaching requirement is a Bachelor of Music Education (or equivalent) and many of our teachers have also completed a Masters in Music Education. Most are piano and vocal experts and others have degree-level knowledge in orchestral instruments.

Education Group’s Class Music Teacher Service offers:

- A qualified class music teacher (not simply a musician)
- Planning, Preparation and Assessment (PPA) cover
- In Service Training (INSET) for non-music staff
- Full or part time options
- A school choir, band or instrumental tuition
- After-school clubs

As qualified teachers, our Class Music Teachers offer you the opportunity to release staff for PPA. Our staff are used to working on their own with a class and taking larger vocal ensembles.

“Music is an area many teachers struggle with so Education Group’s Class Music Teacher Service works perfectly for our school and also covers PPA.”
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